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Abstract

When a person should begin taking Social Security retirement benefits is a critical
question for planning one’s retirement. This article explains the various factors
at play in determining the optimum starting point, including: longevity considerations; spousal implications, whether for a previously employed or a previously
unemployed spouse; the impact of post-retirement employment; the availability
of health insurance prior to Medicare eligibility for the worker and the worker’s
spouse; alternative sources of retirement income, including distributions from retirement savings plan assets and lifetime liquidation of nonretirement assets (and
the pertinent income tax ramifications); and anticipated investment strategies.
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impact of post-retirement employment; the availability of health insurance prior to
Medicare eligibility for the worker and the worker’s spouse; alternative sources of
retirement income, including distributions from retirement savings plan assets and lifetime
liquidation of nonretirement assets (and the pertinent income tax ramifications); and
anticipated investment strategies.
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A Guide to Starting
Social Security Benefits
By Richard L. Kaplan

Richard L. Kaplan explains the range of factors that must be
considered when determining when to begin receiving
Social Security payments.
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dilemma central to retirement planning for
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This article explores the components of that decisionmaking process, while eschewing absolute rules of
thumb for specific situations.

Early Retirement Option
The U.S. Social Security system authorizes retirement
benefits to begin as early as age 62 at the election of
the prospective beneficiary.2 But any recipient who
commences these benefits prior to reaching his or her
full retirement age faces a reduction in the amount of
those benefits to take account of the early starting date.3
For most of Social Security’s existence, a person’s full
retirement age was 65 years, but a 1983 reform of the
system raised that age gradually to age 67, depending
upon the year of a person’s birth.4 We are currently in
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the middle of that phase-in period such that persons
born between 1943 and 1954 have a full retirement
age of 66 years.5 At the time of this change, however,
Congress did not alter the earliest possible age at which
a person can claim retirement benefits, which remains
62 years. As a result, the “early retirement” penalty for
a person whose full “retirement age” is 66 years has
increased to 25 percent.6
Exam 1. If Hannah would
w
rw be eligible
Example
otherwise
monthly Social
Socia Security
Security retirement
reti ement be
nefit
for a monthly
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$1 00 att age 66,
6 she
h will
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i only $750
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should she begin receiving Social Security retirement benefits at age 62.
This reduced payment, moreover, will not
“return” to $1,000 when Hannah reaches full
retirement age. That is, the early retirement reduction is permanent, a fact that may have long-term
economic consequences to Hannah.

Delayed Retirement Option
On the other hand, if a person chooses to defer receipt of Social Security retirement benefits past her
full retirement age, a delayed retirement bonus is
added to the payments that she receives.7 The amount
of these delayed retirement credits varies by a person’s
year of birth, but at this point, it is eight percent per
year for each year that benefits are delayed beyond
a person’s full retirement age.8
Example 2. If Hannah in Example 1 delayed her
retirement benefits until she reached age 68, she
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would be entitled to two years of delayed retirement
credits or a 16 percent addition (2 years × 8%),
producing a monthly Social Security payment of
$1,160 (full benefit of $1,000 + 16%, or $160).
There is a maximum age, however, for earning delayed retirement credits of 70 years, after which any
further postponement of benefits does not augment
the amount of a person’s monthly payment.9

medical developments. For example, if a parent died
at a relatively early age due to an ailment that is now
treatable (such as heart disease), that changed medical reality should be considered.

Multiple Decision Points

All Social Security benefits are adjusted annually
for the national cost-of-living increases,10 and these
percentage increases are independent of whether
the benefits received are early, on-time, or delayed
retirement benefits. That is, the annual percentage
cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) would apply either
to Hannah’s early retirement benefit of $750, her full
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The client’s decision is actually more economically
complicated, because commencing retirement benefits is not limited to a few specific ages. The Social
Security law’s formulae for early retirement penalties
and delayed retirement credits are actually calibrated
in terms of months prior to, or following, a person’s
full retirement age.11 Thus, a person might start receiving early benefits at age 62 years and three months,
or 63 years and five months, or 64 years and eight
months, and so forth. Similarly, the eight percent annual credits are adjusted so that a person receives a
bonus for delaying the start of retirement benefits for
each month of such delay, not simply entire years. As
a consequence, there are no fewer than 96 possible
decision points. That is, the eight years between the
early retirement age of 62 years and the maximum
earning of delayed retirement credits of age 70 translates into 96 starting points (8 years × 12 months).
Moreover, a decision to not start benefits in any given
mon
h does not preclude
e commencement
c
month
of benefits
n so
me subsequent m
nth.
in
some
month.

Longevity Considerations

Implications for the Spouse

From the government’s perspective, the early retirement penalty and the delayed retirement credits are
calculated to be actuarially neutral. That is, the government is economically indifferent as to when Social
Security beneficiaries elect to commence receipt of
their retirement benefits. Individual clients, of course,
are not so indifferent and that is why this issue is so
important in retirement planning. Early benefits are
smaller in amount, but will be received for more
years, all things being equal, while delayed benefits
are larger in amount, but will be received for fewer
years, once again all things being equal. The question
then becomes what the person estimates will be his
or her life expectancy. To put this issue in the starkest
terms, getting less now in exchange for more later
makes sense only if there is, in fact, a “later.” Thus,
the question inevitably turns at the outset on such
factors as one’s personal medical history, including
that of one’s natural parents, if known. This history
must be evaluated, however, in light of subsequent

The Social Security statute provides that the spouse
of a retired worker is entitled to a spousal benefit
of half of what the worker would receive when that
person would reach full retirement age.12

Impact of Inflation
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Example 3. If Hannah in Example 1 were entitled
to receive $1,000 when she turns 66-years old,
her husband Sol would be eligible for $500 at his
full retirement age and lesser amounts should he
begin taking spousal benefits prior to that date.13
Sol would receive this benefit, however, only
if the worker’s benefit that is based on his own
earnings record were less than $500.
That is, Social Security pays the spouse of a retiree
the higher of that person’s own worker’s benefit (if
any) and 50 percent of the retiree’s benefit.
But the significant point for this analysis is that a
spousal benefit may be claimed only if the worker
spouse has started to receive Social Security retirement
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benefits.14 In other words, Hannah’s decision whether
decision about whether the client plans to engage
to start receiving Social Security benefits determines
in compensated employment after doing so, and to
whether Sol can receive benefits as the spouse of a
what extent. That is, does the client anticipate supretiree. Accordingly, if Hannah decides to not start
plementing his Social Security benefit with part-time
receiving her benefits, Sol cannot receive spousal benor full-time but perhaps less remunerative employefits based on Hannah’s work record. Thus, married
ment, including self-employment? At the outset,
couples have this additional economic consideration
it might seem incongruous for someone receiving
to incorporate into their decision-making process. In
Social Security retirement benefits to continue workthis context, it should be noted that the federal Deing, but both economic and non-economic factors
fense of Marriage Act defines marriage exclusively
may be at play, and this phenomenon is becoming
as between “one man and one woman” for purposes
more common.
of all federal statutes,15 and the Social Security law
Availability of Health Insurance
is a federal statute. Thus, same sex marriages are not
The most significant economic factor is probably
recognized, but common law marriages are.
the cost of health care. A beneficiary without health
The Social Security law also provides that a survivinsurance can find himself quickly overwhelmed
ing spouse (and in some cases a surviving divorced
financially if a major illspouse) succeeds to the
ness or accident befalls
deceased person’s actual
In
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it
should
be
16
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extremely high. That is,
ing spouse benefit from
when the new retiree was
Hannah if that amount
part of an employment-based group, his insurance
exceeds his own worker’s retirement benefit.
premiums were being subsidized economically by
Hannah’s decision to elect early retirement or
others in that same group. But a 62-year old retiree
delayed retirement, therefore, might impact how
seeking health insurance coverage on his own will
much money Sol receives after Hannah’s death.
lack that intra-group subsidy. For the same reason,
health insurance might be unavailable regardless
In other words, the decision about when to comof cost. That is, when this person was part of an
mence receipt of Social Security benefits must
employment-based group, acceptance was guarconsider not only the individual’s projected life
anteed as the insurer was obligated to accept all
expectancy, but also that of a potential surviving
current employees.18 When the retiree is on his own,
spouse. And this need to include the expected preshowever, insurability will be determined entirely by
ent value of these survivors’ benefits in the benefit
his personal medical profile, and in many cases, that
commencement decision will be especially acute if
will translate into no health insurance at all.
the client’s spouse is younger or in better health than
This situation, of course, was precisely why the
the client in question.
federal government’s health program for older
Americans, Medicare, was created.19 But Medicare is
Post-Retirement Employment
generally not available until the prospective benefiThe decision to start receiving Social Security benciary is 65-years old.20 That is, unlike Social Security’s
efits is necessarily bounded by a separate but related
early retirement age option, which allows a person
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to receive benefits—albeit permanently reduced
benefits—starting at age 62, Medicare has no comparable early retirement option available. As a result,
a person who is planning to start Social Security
benefits prior to reaching age 65 must consider the
economic cost and availability of private health insurance or should expect to work for an employer that
will cover this person under that employer’s group
health insurance policy. Indeed, even a person who
is 65-years old might need the automatic acceptance
of an employer’s group health insurance coverage if
his spouse is not yet 65-years old and is uninsurable
on her own due to pre-existing medical conditions,
a not uncommon situation for persons in this age
category. On the other hand, once someone reaches
age 65, that person is eligible for Medicare even
if she is not yet receiving Social Security benefits.
Thus, the need for health insurance might be a major
economic consideration in the commencement-ofbenefits decision.
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i ’ Social
S
l SecuS
adjusted threshold lowers the
rity benefits by $1 for every $2 above that threshold,22
which in 2008 is $13,560.23
Example 5. Assume that Stacey is 63-years old
and earns $21,560 from part-time employment
in 2008. Stacey has $8,000 of excess earnings
(earnings of $21,560—threshold of $13,560).
This excess will then reduce her Social Security
benefits by half of this amount—namely, $4,000.
So, if Stacey’s annual Social Security benefit
would have been $9,300, but for this retirement
earnings test, her benefit will instead be only
$5,300 (original benefit of $9,300—reduction
of $4,000).
This provision has the same economic impact as a
50 percent marginal tax rate on the affected earnings.
Those earnings, moreover, are subject to a federal
income tax on income generally of at least 15 percent24 in addition to Social Security’s effective 15.3
percent payroll tax on wages25 and self-employment
income,26 a combined effective marginal tax rate of
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over 80 percent and possibly even more, depending
upon a retiree’s other sources of income. In fact,
additional income of $19,940 in 2008 would push
this taxpayer into the 25 percent federal income tax
bracket, raising that person’s effective marginal tax
rate to 90.3 percent.27 State income taxes would raise
this effective marginal tax rate still higher.
On the other hand, the early retirement penalty
that Stacey in Example 5 incurred by electing to receive Social Security retirement benefits before she
reached full retirement age will be recalculated when
she reaches that age to reflect the loss of benefits she
suffered this year. In effect, she will be treated as
retiring some number of months later than she actually retired. But that adjustment is small consolation
in the current year, and its salutary effect is entirely
contingent on her future longevity. In brief, the operation of the retirement earnings test acts as a major
economic disincentive to take Social Security benefits
and engage in any remunerative activity beyond a
very low level until the claimant reaches his or her
full retirement age.

Possible Positive Impact on
Retirement Benefits
Once a person reaches full retirement age, the rereme earnings test d
tirement
described aabove no longer
ppl e ,228 and
a aadditional
ddi io l in
income
com
me fr
from
om em
employment
ploym
applies,
h t person’s
has no di
directt iimpactt on th
the amount off that
Social Security benefits. In fact, employment from
that point on might actually increase a person’s Social Security benefits, depending upon that person’s
prior work history. That is, Social Security’s retirement benefit is based on a person’s average indexed
monthly earnings (AIME), a construct that is based
on a person’s 35 highest years of annual earnings.29
If some of the 35 years that were used to calculate
a person’s Social Security retirement benefit had
very low or no earnings, higher earnings in a later
year would substitute for one of those low-or-no
earnings years and would thereby raise her AIME, in
turn raising her Social Security retirement benefit.
This possibility is particularly likely if the client had
periods of low or no earnings due to child-rearing
responsibilities, care of an older relative, extended
higher education, or the like.
The possibility of this economic enhancement,
however, is subject to two caveats. First, only earnings
that are subject to the Social Security payroll tax are
counted for this purpose, and there is an annual cap
on such earnings. In 2008, that cap is $102,000,30
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bonds,37 which is otherwise free of federal income
tax.38 The exact formula does not warrant explication
here,39 but a few parameters merit mention:
If an individual recipient has annual income from
all sources of less than $25,000, or a married
couple has annual income of less than $32,000,
Social Security benefits are not taxable at all.40
If an individual’s income is between $25,000
and $34,000 (or a couple’s income is between
$32,000 and $44,000), a portion of their benefits,
perhaps as much as 50 percent of those benefits,
is taxable, with the exact percentage rising proportionately within the specified range.41
If an individual’s income exceeds $34,000 (or
a couple’s income exceeds $44,000), a higher
percentage of those benefits, but never more than
85 percent, is subject to income tax.42
In any case, the bottom line is that only a portion of
Alternative Sources of Funds
Social Security benefits is subject to tax, in contrast
A further economic consideration in the decision
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assets, especially stocks
vided pensions and/or
and mutual funds as well
retirement-oriented savas investment real estate,
ings arrangements such as
would qualify for a preferential long-term capital
Individual Retirement Accounts (IRA), deferred salary
gains tax rate of 15 percent or even less in some
arrangements under sections 401(k), 403(b), and 457,
circumstances.44 In contrast, to the extent that a perand Roth-type retirement accounts. Some employerson’s Social Security benefits are taxable at all, those
based pensions, however, do not pay benefits before
benefits would be taxed at ordinary income rates,
some specified age or do so only with fairly heavy
which can go as high as 35 percent.45 And if one of
early retirement reductions. In any case, pension
those assets is the client’s principal residence, the first
plan payments are almost always fully taxable, as
$250,000 (or $500,000 if married) of gain realized
are withdrawals from most IRAs and deferred salary
34
from the sale of that residence would be received
arrangements. Only Roth-type retirement accounts
permit tax-free withdrawals if the accounts have been
free of income tax.46
35
In other words, many older persons might exopen at least five years. Even those withdrawals, however, lose the benefit of further tax-free growth once
perience lower tax rates by disposing of their
those funds are taken out of their respective accounts,
non-retirement assets while postponing the receipt
a major economic drawback to such withdrawals.
of Social Security benefits. On the other hand, electSocial Security benefits, in contrast, are taxable only
ing to take Social Security benefits might enable the
in part, that part depending upon a person’s income
client to keep her appreciated assets until she dies,
36
from all sources, including interest on municipal
in which case the entire accumulated gains would

which means that any earnings received that year
in excess of this amount are simply ignored when
recomputing a person’s AIME. Second, the relationship of Social Security benefits to a person’s AIME is
not isomorphic. That is, the Social Security statute
employs a deliberately bottom-weighted formula31
that has the economic effect of moderating the impact
of higher earnings on Social Security benefits. As a
result, if Jack’s AIME is twice that of Jill’s, Jack’s Social
Security benefit will be higher than Jill’s, but not twice
as high.32 This effect is especially pronounced as one’s
AIME gets above the first tier (or bend point in Social
Security’s peculiar argot), which in 2008 was $711
per month.33 At that point, further increases in a person’s AIME will increase that person’s Social Security
benefit but by increasingly smaller amounts.
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be excused from incurring any income tax, via the
so-called step-up-in-basis rule that applies to assets
held at a person’s death.47

if that person contemplates much riskier investments
will the strategy of take-the-benefits-and-investelsewhere work out economically.

Investment Strategy

Conclusion

Some clients might start receiving Social Security
When to begin receiving Social Security retirement
benefits, even if they do not need these funds to
benefits is a surprisingly layered determination. The
live on, in order to take the money and invest it
big picture is that currently, more than three out of
elsewhere for a higher anticipated rate of return.
four Americans start their benefits before reaching
The economics of Social Security’s early retirement
full retirement age.50 But any specific individual must
consider a range of very distinct factors, especially if
penalty and delayed retirement credits, however,
there is the possibility of a
suggests that the breaksurviving spouse or future
even point in this strategy
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objectives. The array of options that Social Security
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presents makes that task challenging indeed.
available increase in Social Security benefits. Only
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